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Four Reasons Why Team Sports
Are a Win-win for Teens
By Linda Escobar Olszeswki PhyD
Being a teenager is challenging. Adding athletics to the mix can seem like a tremendous
feat. Student-athletes have to balance academic loads, their complex social lives, and
extracurricular activities, while maintaining a demanding physical training regime for their
sport.
Keeping to the athletic team practice schedule is not just difficult for teens, but also
for parents who often shuttle teens to and from practice and competitions. Life would be so
much easier for parents enjoy a lazy Saturday or Sunday at home, instead of being at a
tournament, meet or competition. So why encourage your kids and create a crazy schedule
for yourself? Well, here are 4 reasons why you should keep pushing them (and yourself)
through the grind:
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1. Improved Physical Health. We all know the benefits of exercise to physical health.
Sadly, most kids don’t manage to get the amount of activity recommended by the
Department of Health and Human Services (60 minutes per day of moderate or
vigorous activity). An unfit adolescent is more likely to have greater amounts of body
fat, higher chances of cardiovascular and other metabolic disease, and less healthy
bones than those who exercise regularly. Additionally, regular exercise can also
keep inflammation (a risk factor of chronic disease) at bay. By participating in
competitive athletics adolescents can experience the health benefits as well as build
a foundation of good exercise habits for the future. Ultimately, the benefits of team
sport participation throughout your teen’s adolescence can last them a lifetime.
2. Athletes Accelerate in Academics. Just before reaching middle adolescence, teens tend
to drop off sports teams and focus on other pursuits. The focus on academics
intensifies in preparation for university. This shift often leads to the drop-out of sports
related activities in high school. After all, the stereotype of a “dumb-jock” has always
been prevalent in sports, especially in recent years. It’s a stereotype that has been
difficult to shed, and is often perpetuated by the mainstream media. Most recently it
was highlighted by Ryan Lochte’s reality show “What Would Ryan Lochte Do.” Is this
really what all successful athletes look like? The answer is a resounding NO.
Even though we hear more about the stand outs like Lochte, on the other end of the
spectrum are athletes such as the “Harvard Quarterback”, Ryan Fitzpatrick, or
basketball player, Pau Gasol, who put medical school on hold to play professional
basketball. Furthermore, recent research on the neurological benefits has
demonstrated the brain enhancing benefits of exercise that works at the cellular level
resulting in enhanced brain-power. In contrast to the dumb-jock stereotype, being
involved in sports can not only help cognitive performance but also lead to improved
academic functioning.
3. Mental Health Benefits. As a psychologist I’m not alone in prescribing exercise to
enhance treatment goals. It is known that regular exercise has many positive effects.
First of all, exercise results in overall improved psychosocial health. Specifically,
athletes experience lower levels of depression and anxiety than their non athlete
counterparts. Team sports demonstrate even more benefits than more solitary
activities. Some researchers speculate that it is due to the social aspect of being on a
team. Others go so far to highlight the importance of adolescents' participation
in team sports suggesting it is essential for their development in the social realm.
Interestingly researchers have found that children who participate on team sports are
more socially advanced than their non-sports participating peers. Sports involvement
promotes mentorship relationships and also provides adolescents many opportunities
to navigate various (sometimes complex) social situations, be decisive and work as a
member of a team. It results in adolescents who are more competent, decisive, better
at managing their time whilst providing teens with a sense of community and
belonging.
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The dark side of competitive athletics can lead to adolescents to experience
some negative social interactions especially when the focus is on solely on winning.
While it is true that losing can be hard (and frustrating!) for adolescents and parents
alike, it is the yin of the yang. Learning to lose is just as important as learning to win
(check out Tennis Champion Stan Warwrika’s tattoo).
Not all teens can be the very best at their sport, and being the best should not be the
purpose of participation. Competition is tough. Despite this, athletic involvement acts
in a protective capacity; adolescents who engage regularly in sports, tend to
understand themselves better and are best able to set limits and boundaries, when
considering children’s overall social and emotional experience.
4. Nothing worthwhile in life comes easily. In order to experience personal satisfaction,
a deeper form of success, your teen must learn that working hard, prioritizing,
sacrifice, and follow-through will help them reach their goals. These attributes are
part of the athletic framework and fundamental to experiencing success not only in
sports, but also in academics and beyond. By encouraging and supporting your
teen’s participation in competitive sports, parents are teaching them persistence,
tenacity, or what Angela Ducksworth, PhD, calls Grit. Adolescents can practice and
ultimately attain grit through the habits developed in competitive team sports: working
hard, often for little or no recognition and learning to tolerate frustration. Participation
on an athletic team also provides teens the opportunity to work along side people
better than them and others who might not be (but are inspiring none-the-less) and
model the tenacious personality trait (think Rudy Ruettiger). Learning to work hard in
sports and tolerate the natural ups and downs of athletics, can support the
development grit. Furthermore, as this trait is developed, according to Dr.
Ducksworth, adolescents become more resilient across domains and have a better
capacity to cope with everyday life stressors.
Parents walk a fine line in between demands and support of their child’s
performance. Getting the balance right between the two is the goal. No parent strives
to be The Great Santini. As this article demonstrates, it is not necessary to be
Michael Phelps or Lionel Messi to benefit from team sports. There are
many advantages for teens who are involved in sports such as improved physical
health, improved academic functioning, and overall positive effects on the
psychosocial functioning of adolescents. Above all, participation in team sports is a
win-win for teens.
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8th November 2018
Dear Parent’s & Guardian’s,
Re: UK & International Tournaments (Pro Touch SA) – Squad Selection 2019.
We are proud and delighted to confirm Pro Touch SA UK & International Tournaments for
2019.
We would like to inform you, on behalf of the management, your child has been selected to
represent Pro Touch SA (PTSA) at one of the listed tournaments below in their respected
Age Groups;
Tour:

Dates:

Age Groups:

Approx. Costs:

1.
2.
3.

24 – 27 May
01 – 06 July
12–14 Apr
01–06 Jul
22 – 27 July
22 – 27 July
22– 27 July
14 – 20 July
22 – 27 July

Under 7 & 8
U9 2010
U10 2009

£410 (Resort)
£675 (School)
£800
(Hostel & School)
£675 (TBC)
£675 (School)
£675 (School)
£675 (School)
£675 (School)

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

UK Championship
Iber Cup, Portugal
Bubamara Cup, Croatia
Iber Cup Portugal
Dana Cup, Denmark
Dana Cup, Denmark
Dana Cup, Denmark
Gothia Cup, Sweden
Dana Cup, Denmark

U11
U12
U13
U14
U16

2008
2007
2006
2005
2003

This includes school, hotel or hostel accommodation, flights, coach travel both in England
and Europe, freshly prepared three course meals, refreshments, private travel insurance,
entertainment i.e. beach visit, disco etc.
The final squads for each tournament will be confirmed 6 weeks before departure excluding
UK tournaments. The squads will be considered based on player’s performances both at
training and match programs, training commitments and other areas of player assessments.
Payment Method & Schedule: BACS Transfer.
Sunday 24th November 2018 = £50 per child
After 24th November deposit, parents / guardians are expected to pay monthly regular
payment until balance is cleared 2 months before departure for the appropriate
tournament.
Please make sure you meet the monthly deadline for payments, no further reminders will be
sent or messaged by the management.
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Continued…
If you are unable to attend, please get in touch with Mus Turay as soon as possible.
Discounts of £50 each per child will be available for those with more than one child traveling
to our Tournaments.
For those parents and families who wish to attend the tournaments (please note U7 and 8
family adults must stay with the child at the resort accommodation, we will discuss cost for
adult in due course).
The BACS Payment please use the details stated below
(please note this isn’t the same Bank details as your monthly fee account):
Account Name: Pro Touch SA CIC
Bank: Metro
Account Number: 24003981
Sort Code: 23-05-80
The reference for Online Payment would be your child’s full name(s) & Tour, and we will
check our bank online statements.
If you have any questions or queries on our UK or International Tournaments, please speak
with a Senior Management Zahid, Tony, John or myself either by email or on our mobiles.
Yours in Sports

Mus Turay
Mus Turay
Project Manager
M. 07500 421 944
E. info@protouchsa.co.uk
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28th November 2018
Dear Sir / Madam,
Re: Iber Cup, Portugal 2019 – Under 9s (2010) and Under 10s (2009)
My name is Mus Turay & I am the Project Manager and Welfare Officer for
Pro Touch SA (PTSA). PTSA is an organisation run by professionals, sports and youthfriendly people and based in the London Borough of Camden.
The staff and management are highly skilled and offer a variety of experience. They range
from administrators, National Governing Bodies (NGB) coaches to qualified youth and
fitness professionals in the field of education and sports management.
PTSA will be participating in this year’s Iber Cup in the under 9s category. The Tournament
will be held in Estoril, Lisbon, Portugal from the 1st to the 6th July
2019. I can confirm that
born
has
been selected to represent PTSA at this year’s tournament. We will be leaving England on
Monday 1st and returning from Portugal on Saturday 6th July 2019.
This unique and once in a life time residential is an opportunity many children and young
people living in London would never get the chance to experience. The Iber Cup is currently
one of the most attractive youth football tournaments in Europe. More than 6,000 players,
coaches and families from around the world travel to Estoril for a week of extraordinary
opportunities and to compete with some of the best teams around the world.
If you require any further information, please contact me on the above details
Yours in Sports

Mus Turay
Mus Turay
Project Manager

M. 07500 421 944
E. info@protouchsa.co.uk
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3rd Dec 2018
Dear Parent(s) & Guardian(s),
RE: Emergency Contact & Further Important Information - Portugal
Leaving London Monday 1st July 2019: All players (dressed in PTSA Tracksuit & White T-Shirt)
and parents to report at Heathrow Airport Terminal 3 04:30am SHARP
Return to London Saturday 6th July 2019: Parents & Fans, welcome to greet all at Heathrow
Airport Terminal 3. Arrival is at 09:20pm approximately but do check online.
BA Flight details:
Outbound: BA 500 1st July from London
Lisbon

-

Return: BA 503 6th July from

School Accommodation address: Sao Joao do Estoril School, R. Brito Camacho 401, 2769501 Sao Joao do Estoril, Portugal.
Contacting the players: When calling, please check the Team Itinerary / Schedule when it's
FREE TIME and make the call to If not, send a text message. Please remember the young people
will be in bed very early most nights for various reasons. Senior management (please see above)
and coaches will have their UK Mobile phones on the residential.
Finally, we would like to thank you for your confidence and faith in allowing PTSA to take your
child(ren) on our 10th annual major international residential, with our 1st taking place in July 2008
at the Dana Cup, Denmark.
Yours in Sports

Mus Turay
Mus Turay
Project Manager
M. 07500 421 944
E. info@protouchsa.co.uk

3rd Dec 2018
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Dear Parent(s) & Guardian(s),
RE: Emergency Contact & Further Important Information - Croatia
Leaving London Friday 12th April 2019: All players (dressed in PTSA Tracksuit & White T-Shirt)
and parents to report at Heathrow Airport Terminal 5 05:25am SHARP
Return to London Sunday 14th April 2019: Parents & Fans, welcome to greet all at Heathrow
Airport Terminal 5. Arrival is at 02:05pm approximately but do check online.
BA Flight details:
Outbound: BA 848 12th April from London - Return: BA 503 14th April from
Zagreb
Hostel Accommodation address: TBC.
Contacting the players: When calling, please check the Team Itinerary / Schedule when it's
FREE TIME and make the call to If not, send a text message. Please remember the young people
will be in bed very early most nights for various reasons. Senior management (please see above)
and coaches will have their UK Mobile phones on the residential.
Finally, we would like to thank you for your confidence and faith in allowing PTSA to take your
child(ren) on our 10th annual major international residential, with our 1st taking place in July 2008
at the Dana Cup, Denmark.
Yours in Sports

Mus Turay
Mus Turay
Project Manager
M. 07500 421 944
E. info@protouchsa.co.uk

28th November 2018
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Dear Sir / Madam,
Re: Gothia Cup, Gothenburg, Sweden 2019 – Under 14s (2005).
My name is Mus Turay & I am the Project Manager and Welfare Officer for
Pro Touch SA (PTSA). PTSA is an organisation run by professionals, sports and youthfriendly people and based in the London Borough of Camden.
The staff and management are highly skilled and offer a variety of experience. They range
from administrators, National Governing Bodies (NGB) coaches to qualified youth and
fitness professionals in the field of education and sports management.
PTSA will be participating in this year’s Gothia Cup in the under 14s category. The
Tournament will be held in Gothia Cup, Gothenburg, Sweden from the 14st to the
20th July 2019. I can confirm that
born
has been selected to represent PTSA at this year’s tournament. We will be leaving England
on Sunday 14 July returning from Sweden on Saturday 20 July 2019.
This unique and once in a life time residential is an opportunity many children and young
people living in London would never get the chance to experience. The Gothia Cup is
currently one of the most attractive youth football tournaments in Europe. More than
20,000 players, coaches and families from around the world travel to Gothenburg, Sweden
for a week of extraordinary opportunities and to compete with some of the best teams
around the world.
If you require any further information, please contact me on the above details
Yours in Sports

Mus Turay
Mus Turay
Project Manager
M. 07500 421 944
E. info@protouchsa.co.uk

3rd Dec 2018
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Dear Parent(s) & Guardian(s),
RE: Emergency Contact & Further Important Information - Sweden
Leaving London Sunday 14th July 2019: All players (dressed in PTSA Black & Red Tracksuit &
White T-Shirt) and parents to report at Heathrow Airport Terminal (TBC) 08:50am SHARP
Return to London Saturday 20th July 2019: Parents & Fans, welcome to greet all at Heathrow
Airport Terminal (TBC). Arrival is at 07:55pm approximately but do check online.
Norwegian Air Flight details:
Depart: SK1520 14th July from London - Return: SK 160 20th July from
Gothenburg

Accommodation address: TBC
Contacting the players: When calling, please check the Team Itinerary / Schedule when it's
FREE TIME and make the call to If not, send a text message. Please remember the young people
will be in bed very early most nights for various reasons. Senior management (please see above)
and coaches will have their UK Mobile phones on the residential.
Finally, we would like to thank you for your confidence and faith in allowing PTSA to take your
child(ren) on our 10th annual major international residential, with our 1st taking place in July 2008
at the Dana Cup, Denmark.

Yours in Sports

Mus Turay
Mus Turay
Project Manager
M. 07500 421 944
E. info@protouchsa.co.uk

03rd Dec 2018
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Dear Parent(s) & Guardian(s),
RE: Emergency Contact & Further Important Information - Denmark
Leaving London Sunday 22nd July 2019: All players (dressed in PTSA Tracksuit & White T-Shirt)
and parents to report at Gatwick Airport Terminal (TBC) 05:45am SHARP.
Please note that we will be arranging transport with National Express Coaches, to
Gatwick from London. Further details will be shared in due course.
Return to London Saturday 27th July 2019: Parents & Fans, welcome to greet all at Gatwick
Airport Terminal (TBC). Arrival is at 04:50pm approximately but do check online.
Norwegian Air Flight details:
Depart: D82902 22nd July from London - Return: D83089 27th July from Aalborg
Accommodation address: EUC Nord (Handelsskolen), Hestkaervej, 30 9800 Hjorring,
Denmark.
Contacting the players: When calling, please check the Team Itinerary / Schedule when it's
FREE TIME and make the call to If not, send a text message. Please remember the young people
will be in bed very early most nights for various reasons. Senior management (please see above)
and coaches will have their UK Mobile phones on the residential.
Finally, we would like to thank you for your confidence and faith in allowing PTSA to take your
child(ren) on our 10th annual major international residential, with our 1st taking place in July 2008
at the Dana Cup, Denmark.

Yours in Sports

Mus Turay
Mus Turay
Project Manager
M. 07500 421 944
E. info@protouchsa.co.uk
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All sections must be completed by your parent or guardian aged 18+.
SECTION 1: Personal Details
First Name:_______________________________

Surname:__________________________

D.O.B:_____/______/______

Age:________

Address:______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________Post Code:_______________
Home Telephone:_____________________ Mobile Telephone:____________________
Gender: Male / Female (please delete)
Email Address:_______________________________________________________________
To ensure our service meets the needs of London Boroughs such Camden, Enfield, Hackney,
Islington and City of Westminster’s diverse communities, it would be helpful if you could
complete the following statement by ticking the most appropriate box:
“The Ethnic Group I most identify myself with is:”
Black or Black British
 African
 Caribbean
 Other Black
 Somali

Asian or Asian
 Bangladeshi
 Pakistani
 Indian
 Other Asian

British Mixed
 White & Black African
 White & Caribbean
 White & Asian
 Other Mixed

White
 British
 Irish
 Other White

_____________________
__________________ ____________________
_________________
(Please specify in the space above in each section if you have ticked other)

SECTION 2: Medical History
GP Full Name:_________________________Address:______________

______

___________________________________________________Telephone:_________________
Is your child taking any long-term medication or do they have any medical conditions
that we should be informed about?
If so please give details_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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SECTION 3: Emergency Contacts
In the event of an emergency, please provide the details of two people who can be
contacted:
Name:________________________________

Name:________________________________

Relationship:_________________________

Relationship:________________________

Address:______________________________

Address:______________________________

_______________________________________

______________________________________

Tel:___________________________________

Tel:___________________________________

I agree to such medical, surgical or dental treatment, including operation under
general anesthetic, as may be recommended by a registered medical or dental
practitioner. I hereby authorise the Pro Touch Soccer Academy (PTSA), or any
representative or agent, to sign any written form of consent required by the hospital or
medical authority, particularly if a delay occasioned in obtaining my own signatures is
considered inadvisable by the doctor, surgeon or dentist concerned.
I understand that the participant is responsible for the safe custody of his/her own
personal belongings and effects and that the PTSA, or any representatives or agents,
cannot be held responsible for replacing any such effects or equipment’s that are lost
or stolen, nor for compensation of any kind.
The PTSA will take photographs or film of members participating in the residential
your child attends. These will be used in publicity / promotional materials.
Full Name:____________________________________________________________________
Signature:____________________________________ Date:________/

/2019

Relationship to participant:__________________________________________________
Dates of international residential from _______/ _____ 2019 to _______/ _____ 2019
Country of the residential your child is attending? _______________________________
Information disclosed is protected under the Laws of the 1998 Protection Act
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International Tours 2019
Players Kit List
Your luggage/suitcase X 1 should not weight no more than 20kg Max plus 1x hand luggage
10kg Max.
Passport- Must be valid a least six months after return date.
European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) - available at most post offices or apply` over
the internet (takes up to 10 days to arrive)
Medication/Personal Requirements - Asthma inhalers, glasses, knee/ankle supports,
deep heat
Homework, prayer mats, religious scriptures, books, magazines.
Spending money £50-£80 (Exchanged into respective country’s currency)
Snacks, evening entertainment, personal usage.
Electrics- camera, video recorder, phone chargers
Plug Converters (Two Pin).
Football boots- astros, moulded & studs.
Shin pads
Sandals / flip flops
Tape for socks, vaseline/baby oil, vicks, plasters
Training kit- PTSA Nike blue & red match tops, PTSA Nike rain jacket,
PTSA 2x white t-shirts, 2x Nike black shorts, 2x PTSA black socks, Nike Tracksuit & 1litre
drink bottle.
National Flag (for opening ceremony)
Shirts/ t –shirts/vests/ shorts & trousers /jeans
Underwear & socks
Sleeping cloths
Jacket (the weather is generally nice and very hot out there, but just in case, let’s
be prepared).
Jumper / sweat Top
Bedding (bed sheet, pillow + case, air mattress & sleeping bag/blanket)
Toiletries/shower kit, soap & washing powder
Bath / beach towel
Toothbrush & toothpaste
Shampoo, shower gel, sun cream / sun block
Cotton ear buds & nail clippers
Body spray/fragrances
Small shower bag (available at boots, very handy and useful).
Swimming shorts (bring spare plastic bags for wet clothing).
Anything else you feel is essential or personal e.g. sunglasses; Please feel free to bring along within
season (No iPad, Nintendo Switch, DS, PS4, PSP, X-Box etc.).

Caught on cameras, our Pro Touch SA Elite Academy players, some on international duties whilst
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others at home and former Academy graduate Arthur Okonkwo of Arsenal FC and England Youth.

Follow us @protouchsa on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Flickr, Snapchat, LinkedIn,
Vimeo, YouTube, Vigo
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